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Use-Case in Delta Learning
Multitask Networks can solve several tasks 
with a single network architecture. This has 
several beneficial properties for scalable 
automotive AI solutions. The most important 
one is filling the delta between multiple 
viable tasks for automotive AI such as 
segmentation, detection or pose estimation. A 
mutlitask network can solve these faster and 
with a generally simpler architecture than 
several single task networks. When using a 
shared backbone, a large quantity of weights 
is used mutually and compute resources can 
be saved. Exchangeable backbones can fill the 
gap between small, fast networks and more 
precise, large networks.

Technical Problem
When creating a solution for automated 
driving, it is often necessary to abstract the 
environment into several different tasks. 
Convolutional neural networks are usually 
chosen to perform this abstraction. However, 
in particular in the early layers, they extract 
similar information from the sensor space 
which creates unnecessary redundancies.

Technical Solution
In our published paper [1], we implement a 
multitask network for the tasks of 
segmentation, detection and pose estimation. 
A multitask network receives as the same 
image input as each individual specialist 
network would, and is built with several heads 
to create the relevant respective output for 
each task (Figure 2). The network itself 
processes the majority of information in a 
shared backbone and only splits into multiple 
heads towards the end of the layer pipeline. 
This way information between layers can be 
largely mutually shared and redundancies are 
minimized.

Evaluation
Figure 1 shows a successful multitask network 
prediction for segmentation, human pose 
estimation and object detection. When 
evaluating performances for detection and 
segmentation, a multitask network is on par 
with or superior to single task networks (Table 
1). In terms of latency, a multitask network for 
segmentation, detection and human pose 
estimation is more than twice as fast (34.4 fps) 
as a composition of single task networks for 
these tasks (16.3 fps).

Figure 2: Depiction of the proposed Multitask-
CenterNet (MCN). The multiple tasks are performed
with a single backbone, saving computation time
and resources [1].

Figure 1: Visualization of a multitask network for
object detection, semantic segmentation, and
human pose estimation [1]

Table 1: Performance of Singletask Networks (Detection and Segmentation) compared to a Multitask Network [1].
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Network Segmentation mIoU Detection mAP

Only Segmentation 49,0% NA

Only Detection NA 36.3%

Segmentation + Detection 48,9% 36.7%
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